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The article examines the changes of the structural-phase states and the microhardness of the R6M5 steel
surface layer after electrolytic-plasma nitriding. It is found that after electrolytic-plasma nitriding of the
R6M5 steel surface, diffusion layer is formed, which is a nitrogen martensite. The phase composition
of the diffusion layer varies depending on the nitriding temperature. An increase of R6M5 steel micro-
hardness, depending on structural-phase state, is found out. The main factor, influencing the increase
of microhardness of R6M5 high-speed steel with electrolytic-plasma nitriding, is the formation of nitro-
gen martensite with monophasic nitride Fe4N ( γ

′ - phase), as well as the formation of fine inclusions,
hardening phases in the surface layers.
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Introduction

Performance of cutting tools is largely determined by the surface layer [1]. To

increase the hardness, strength and wear resistance of the cutting tools, various

methods for chemical-thermal treatment (namely, the nitriding) are widely used.

In recent years, the increasing development and use belongs to the methods of

plasma nitriding that allow you to avoid the drawbacks of traditional methods
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of nitriding [2]. Plasma nitriding provides formation of nitrided layer with a

given structure [3-5]on the surface of the workpieces. One of the promising

methods for plasma nitriding, which allows to significantly reduce the overall

processing time, as well as significantly increase the hardness and wear resistance

of steels, is electrolytic-plasma nitriding [6,7]. When electrolytic-plasma nitriding,

significant changes in structural and phase states are undergoing, and accordingly,

changes of the material properties in thin surface layers due to physical effects of

low-temperature plasma ions and electric discharge. Developing restructuring

processes, structural and phase transformations occur in conditions, far from

thermodynamic equilibrium states, and they let you receive the modified surface

layers with a unique set of physical and mechanical properties [8].

In connection with the above, the purpose of this paper is to study changes in

the structural and phase states and the microhardness of the R6M5 steel surface

layer at the electrolytic-plasma nitriding.

Material and research methods

In accordance with the purpose, R6M5 high-speed tungsten-molybdenum

steel was chosen as an object of study. The choice of material is based on the fact

that the R6M5 steel is the most widespread in the metal processing, and as it is

the typical high-speed steel of moderate heat resistance.

Workpiece samples for research have been cut from bars of R6M5 steel in the

form of parallelepipeds with dimensions (10x30x30) mm3. The samples were

then subjected to the standard steel heat treatment: quenching up to 1230 °C

in oil, and subsequent tempering (three times) at 560 °C (the period of each

tempering is 1 hour; cooling is in air) [9]. After heat treatment, samples have been

grounded and polished, and then were subjected to electrolytic-plasma nitriding.

Electrolytic-plasma nitriding of the samples was performed on a pilot plant

[10], having the following main parts: an electrolytic cell, power supply, automatic

control system, cooling system of the electrolyte, the electrolyte supply system

(Figure 1). The process for electrolytic-plasma nitriding was the process of

processing the R6M5 steel sample in glow-spark discharge (low-temperature

plasma), set up between the electrolyte and the sample surface. To create and to

maintain low temperature plasma, there was used an aqueous solution electrolyte,

containing 20 % of carbamide and 10 % of sodium carbonate, which is a ion

source for the nitriding process. Processed sample have been half immersed to

the open reactor (electrolytic cell), filled with electrolyte. At that, the electrolyte

was in circulation mode. Rectified voltage was supplied to the sample (cathode)

and the solid electrode (anode). When voltage was applied near the surface of

the sample, the gas-vapor shirt consisting of electrolyte vaporswas created; this

"shirt" contained ions of the electrolyte, and, respectively, the nitrogen ions. It

was a low-temperature plasma, actively saturating atmosphere for the nitriding.

The processing was carried out in an aqueous solution electrolyte, containing

20% of carbamide and 10% of sodium carbonate in the following mode: samples

nitriding temperature - T = (450-550) °C, the applied voltage between the anode
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and the sample, when heated to the nitriding temperature - 320 V, and when

exposed at the T = (450-550) °C - 200 V, nitriding time - 7 minutes. Nitriding

temperature was chosen below the tempering temperature, which ensures the

hardness of the matrix at baseline.

Figure 1. The scheme of electrolyte-plasma nitriding equipment.

Metallographic examination was carried out on the optical microscope "ALT-

AMI-MET-1M". The microstructure of steel samples was examined in a scanning

electron microscope (SEM) JSM-6390LV. Study of the phase composition of carbide

particles was carried out by the EBSD-analysis (diffraction of back - scattered

electrons) on a system with electronic and focused ion beam Quanta 200 3D.

Studies of the phase composition and crystalline structure of steel samples was

performed by X-ray structural analysis on the diffractometer D8 ADVANCE

in CuKα - radiation, using a step with size of 0.02° and a step time of 0.2 s.

To reveal the grain edges and carbide phases particles, the chemical etching of

thin sections in 4% alcoholic solution of nitric acid was applied (etching time -

5-7 s.). Microhardness of the samples was measured by the diamond indenter

indentation method on the device PMT-3M, at the load of 100 g and under a load

of exposure - 10 seconds.

Results and discussion

The figure 2 shows the SEM images of the R6M5 steel surface in the initial

state, i.e., after a standard heat treatment. It can be seen that the microstructure

of R6M5 steel consists of martensite and special carbides (Figure 2a). Carbide

particles are uniformly distributed in the matrix and are close to the true spherical

shape. From the SEM images, obtained with a backscatter detector, we can see

two types of carbides: very bright colors carbides containing elements of higher

atomic number and gray carbides containing elements of below-atomic-number

(Figure 2b). It is clearly shown that the main phase is martensite, and rounded

carbide particles occupy a large part of the volume.
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Figure 2. SEM-image of R6M5 steel surface at initial state: a) - image by secondary electrons, b) - image by back
scattering electrons.

Figure 3 shows the X-ray diffractograms of R6M5 steel before and after

nitriding. X-ray structural analysis showed that in the initial state, i.e., after

standard heat treatment, the R6M5 steel structure has martensite ( α - phase) and

carbides M6C , MC. After nitriding process, there is a broadening, decrease of

intensity and shift toward smaller Bragg angles of the diffraction line (110) of α -

phase, indicating the formation of a solid solution of nitrogen in iron, i.e. zone

of internal nitriding [11]. The diffraction patterns of the steel R6M5 samples,

nitrided at T = 500 °C and T = 550 °C, detected interference lines of Fe4N - phase.

Figure 3. X-ray diffractograms of R6M5 steel before and after nitriding.

As it is well known [12], the main alloying elements of the high-speed steel

R6M5are tungsten, molybdenum, vanadium and chromium. These elements

form in steel special carbides: M6C - based on tungsten and molybdenum,

the MC- based on vanadium and M23C6 - based onchromium. X-ray structural

analysis results show that the steel structure contains carbides M6C and MC,
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but carbides M23C6 are absent (Figure 3). In some studies [13,14] there are some

indications that after standardheat treatment, steel R6M5 structure contains only

carbide M6C particles. Apparently, this is due to the small volume fraction of

MC carbides and similarity of these particles with the matrix, which can not

detect them. Also methods, used in these studies, have limitations when detecting

carbide particles with a low concentration. Therefore, this study to identify the

carbide phases was performed, using special method of electron microscopy -

ESBD-analysis.

The suggested configuration of M6C carbide is between formulas Fe3(W,Mo)3C

– Fe4(W, Mo)2C [15]. In other words, besides molybdenum and tungsten atoms

in M6C carbides, there can be up to 2/3 of the iron atoms from total metal atoms.

In addition, the atoms of chromium and vanadium can be dissolved, replacing

iron atoms.

Figure 4 shows the results of ESBD-analysis. The ESBD-analysis showed that

the M6C carbides are optimally combined with the cubic phase Fe3W3C, and

MC type carbide corresponds to the VC phase. However, it is worth noting,

that in this case Fe3W3C can also mean that other carbide-forming elements are

present in the form of M6C carbides.

Figure 4. The results of EBSD-analyses of R6M5 steel.

SEM-results showed that after electrolytic-plasma nitriding at T = 550 °C, the

fine particles with an average size of ∼ 0.1 µm are formed on the surface of

R6M5 steel (Figure 5). And when nitriding at T = 450 °C and T = 500 °C such

fine particles are not observed. It is assumed that these inclusions are finely

dispersed nitrides of alloying elements, in particular chromium [16]. Formation

of these finely dispersed nitrides of alloying elements at the temperature of 550

°C is due to the fact that this temperature corresponds to the steel tempering

temperature. Tempering steel R6M5 at T = (550-560) °C can lead to a dispersion

hardening, resulting partial collapse of martensite and separation of fine inclu-

sions of hardening phases [17]. However, X-ray diffraction study revealed no
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nitride phases of alloying elements, possibly due to their low concentration and

small size. Perhaps this is also due to the formation of fine nitrides, distribution

of which over the layer does not provide their detection at the available response

levelof phase X-ray analysis.

Figure 5. The results of EBSD-analyses of R6M5 steel.

Figure 6 shows the microstructures of the modified surface layer of R6M5 steel

samples, nitrided at temperatures of 450°C, 500°C and 550°C for 7 minutes. It can

be seen that the dark-etching nitrided layer (representing nitrogen martensite)

is observed on the surface. At that, dark-etching zone passes smoothly into

the substrate. The thickness of the nitrided layer is on average 25-40 µm and

increases with rising nitriding temperature that is quite natural.

Figure 6. The results of EBSD-analyses of R6M5 steel.

Figure 7 shows the dependence of the microhardness of the R6M5 steel surface

layer on nitriding temperature and microhardness distribution on the depth of

the nitrided layer. Microhardness of the surface after nitriding increases (1.5-1.6)

times. It can be seen a significant increase of microhardness near the surfaces of

the treated steel samples. Nature of the transition zone has a smooth transition

from the hardened layer to the substrate; herewiththe substrate microhardness is

not significantly altered. Maximum microhardness depending on the nitriding

temperature increases. This is due to the structural-phase state of the surface

modified layer. As X-ray diffraction and electron microscopy studies showed,

structural and phase states of the R6M5 steel modified layer are varied depending

on the nitriding temperature. Thus, when nitriding at T = 500°C and T = 550°C,

nitride Fe4N ( γ
′-phase ), along with nitrogen martensite, is formed on the R6M5

steel surface. But at T= 550 °C,the fine particles with an average size of ∼ 0.1

µm are formed on the surface of R6M5 steel.
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Figure 7. The results of EBSD-analyses of R6M5 steel.

On the basis of X-ray diffraction and electron microscopy studies we can argue

that the high hardness of the high-speed steel nitrided layer is associated with

the formation of nitrogen martensite and γ
′-phase, as well as the separation of

the fine inclusions of hardening phases. It should be noted that the formation of

the diffusion layer from the nitrogen martensite in the surface layers will have

a positive impact on the performance of the cutting tools, made of high-speed

steel. This is due to the fact, that the iron nitrides have higher heat capacity as

compared with iron [18]. This creates favorable conditions to prevent temperature

outbreaks on the surface of the cutting tool.

Conclusion

Analyzing the results obtained in this work, we can assume the following

conclusions:

1. Electrolytic-plasma nitriding is an effective way of structure and properties

modification, at that at the lower temperatures that allow using it for hardening

the heat-treated high-speed steels as a finishing treatment. In addition, changing

the process parameters, we can flexibly control the thickness of the modified

layer, its phase and structural state, mechanical properties, which are important

when developing processes for specific hardenable tools, operated under different

conditions;

2. It is determined that steel R6M5 microstructure in the initial state, i.e.,

after standard heat treatment, consists of tempered martensite and solid carbides

M6C , MC with a diameter of spherical shape. The ESBD-analysis (along with

X-ray structural analysis) showed that the M6C carbides are optimally combined

with the phase Fe3W3C , and MC type carbide corresponds to the VC phase;

3. It is found that after electrolytic-plasma nitriding of the steel R6M5 surface,

a modified layer (representing nitrogen martensite) is formed. Phase composition

of the modified layer is changed depending on the nitriding temperature. Thus,

when nitriding at T = 500 °C and T = 550 °C, nitride Fe4N ( γ
′-phase ), along

with nitrogen martensite, is formed on the P6M5 steel surface. But at T=550°C,

the fine particles with an average size of ∼ 0.1 µm are formed on the surface of

R6M5 steel;
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4. It is determined that after electrolytic-plasma nitriding of the steel R6M5

surface, the microhardness of its surface layer (depending on the structural-

phase state) increases. The main factor influencing the increase of the R6M5steel

microhardness is the formation of nitrogen martensite, Fe4N ( γ
′-phase ), as well

as the formation of fine inclusions of hardening phases in the surface layers.
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